Centralization of
the multi-sites through
Cloud communications migration

About the client

Challenge

Kramer & Best Anlagenbau GmbH offers services in the
fields of biotechnology, high technology, beverage, food,
pharmaceutical and chemical technology. For more than
35 years, the company has been ensuring that their
partner companies can offer various products for the
global market.

The client’s need to have a unified communications
solution so that every employee had a designated
corporate number so they were always reachable. The
solution had to be successfully integrated to the current
CRM system and be able to record the incoming calls.
The multi-sites had to be centrally managed and be
connected seamlessly.

Since Kramer & Best also operates worldwide and
its employees are not tied to a single location, it was
necessary to create a platform where employees can
always be reached at the same telephone number,
regardless of their location.

Summary
As a company that has multi branches and international
presence, centralization of their communications system
was requested above all. The second requirement was
the flexibility to expand their capacity accordingly to the
client’s needs. For the client, Ericsson-LG Enterprise
introduced iPECS Cloud. The client also needed a
communication platform that can integrate its CRM system
for computer based-work-flow. Call controlling and
recording by customers DB on PC. The client wanted a
true unified communications solution.
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"Our locations have grown together more
through the cloud, making us a more
powerful and competitive global player."
- Managing Director of Kramer & Best Anlagenbau GmbH

Solution
■
■
■
■

iPECS Cloud for flexible scalability and easy centeralization of Multi-sites
Mobility solution with IP DECT and iPECS UCE unified communication solution
3rd party CRM integration for smooth customer management
synced and managed phone system through iPECS UCE PC client

Benefits
Truely experiencing unfied communications, the client has their CRM and its workstation PC connected to the telephone
system which makes the workflow ubiquitous and seamless. In addition to this, the client made sure that every
workforce be in reach by providing IP DECT to the right workers in such environments.
■
■
■
■
■

iPECS Cloud enabled communication at the center of the client multi-site's business for greater efficiency.
The communication system is flexible in expanding its capacity which suites the growing business trend of the client.
The PC makes the centeral workstation with all the system integrated.
iPECS UCE, the UC solution helps all the workers to be connected anytime and anywhere.
IP DECT solution makes the communication beyond existing capacity of the client's network.
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